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Learn how to construct cool and interactive Web sites with this  hands-on guide to the world of Web design and usability. In this title from  Prentice Hall PTR's Garage Series, author Marc Campbell shows you the "ins and  outs" of designing sites with HTML, JavaScript, and CSS as core technologies.  Using layout diagrams and graphics to illustrate your journey, Campbell takes  you through every step of designing Web sites, from basic layout and usability  to uploading your site onto the Web. Want to learn more on a specific topic?  Flip to one of the book's "links" that help you delve deeper into certain areas,  allowing you to browse the text quickly and easily!

Specific topics covered include

	
    Managing pop-up windows

    
	
    Working with scripts and style sheets

    
	
    Controlling design space with HTML and CSS

    
	
    Making rollover graphics

    
	
    Using text elements properly

    
	
    Creating e-mail links and hyperlinks

    
	
    Embedding media in Web pages

    
	
    Choosing a Web host

    
	
    Testing and uploading Web sites

    


Whether you're new to Web design or you "speak" HTML as a  second language, Web Design  Garage will help you discover the solutions you need to create fun  and effective Web sites.
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Network Programming for Microsoft Windows (Microsoft Professional Series)Microsoft Press, 1999
Welcome to Network Programming for Microsoft Windows! This book covers a wide variety of networking functions available in Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT 4, Windows 2000, and Windows CE. The text is designed with the intermediate to advanced programmer in mind, but beginning programmers will find it a useful reference and a...
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New Developments in Goal Setting and Task PerformanceRoutledge, 2012

	This book concentrates on the last twenty years of research in the area of goal setting and performance at work. The editors and contributors believe goals affect action, and this volume has a lineup of international contributors who look at the recent theories and implications in this area for IO psychologists and human resource management...
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Data Storage Networking: Real World Skills for the CompTIA Storage+ Certification and BeyondSybex, 2014

	Learn efficient ways to harness and manage your data storage networks


	Whether you're preparing for the CompTIA Storage+ exam or simply seeking a deeper understanding of data storage networks, this Sybex guide will help you get there. This book covers data storage from the basics to advanced topics, and provides practical...
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Learning the vi Editor (6th Edition)O'Reilly, 1998
For many users, working in the Unix environment means using vi, a full-screen text editor available on most Unix systems. Even those who know vi often make use of only a small number of its features. 
 
Learning the vi Editor is a complete guide to text editing with 
vi. Topics new to the sixth...
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Health Measurement Scales: A Practical Guide to Their Development and Use (Oxford Medical Publications)Oxford University Press, 2003

	This is the new edition of the highly successful practical guide for clinicians developing tools to measure subjective states, attitudes or non-tangible outcomes in their patients. It is widely used by people from many disciplines, who have only a limited knowledge of statistics.

	

	This thoroughly updated edition of Health...
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JavaServer Faces: Introduction by ExampleApress, 2014

	This book is about using JavaServer Faces to create and deploy interactive applications delivered to end users via a browser interface. JavaServer Faces is the component-based technology enabling easy development of such applications, especially applications of the type commonly needed in enterprise environments. JavaServerFaces:...
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